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Welcome to Australian Institute of Learning! 

We empower young adults with our comprehensive Diploma of Business program,
helping them embrace future challenges. In today's fast-changing world, it's
essential for high school students to gain the skills and knowledge they need to
succeed in entrepreneurship or secure a rewarding career. Our institute is known
for its excellence and expertise, providing guidance for a promising future. We
have a proven track record of high completion rates among young adults.



By engaging with hands-on activities
and personalised assessments that

contextualise projects to their
career or business ideas, students
experience a truly interactive and

transformative learning
environment.

From Emotional Intelligence to
Critical Thinking and Mental

Health Well-Being, each unit is
specifically tailored to foster

personal and professional growth

Led by our esteemed lead
trainer, who possesses an

impressive 20 qualifications in
business and leadership,

including a Master's degree

Unveiling the Distinctive Advantages



Our Diploma in Business and Leadership is not your average diploma. We get it –
the world is rapidly changing, and employers have new expectations. That's why
our program is designed to incorporate these essential elements into the training.
When your young adult joins us, they'll gain a deep understanding of the evolving
business world. They'll be ready to tackle challenges head-on and make the most
of the exciting opportunities. At our institute, we're all about empowering them for
a successful future.



Up to 1 Year of credit against a
Bachelors Degree * 

This course may gain you direct
entry to university with an ATAR

RANK 82.00-84.00 * 

100% Positive Reviews over a
decade of empowerment. 

Lives Changed, People Empowered



Studying business and leadership nurtures empowerment and self-confidence,
inspiring young adults to believe in their abilities, take the initiative, and pursue
goals with determination. This mindset benefits not only their careers but also
their personal lives, making them more assertive and resilient in overcoming
challenges.

Additionally, business and leadership education fosters innovation and
adaptability. Students are encouraged to think creatively, explore new ideas, and
embrace change. This prepares them to navigate a dynamic job market and seize
opportunities, even in uncertain times.



Invest in your World
Changer Today

Total Investment $225 per
month x 12 months + one-

off $250 enrolment fee
 

Check out our point of
difference on our website

 



Your expert knowledge, understanding & genuine care
for humankind is evident in how you approach your

teaching. You have gone way above & beyond what is
expected, to walk beside in the learning process.

 
You genuinely care about each person individually. We

cannot thank you enough for your time, care &
encouragement. You are inspirational & a true leader.

 
At a most vulnerable time you respected, walked

alongside, encouraged, built a more robust, healthier
mindset, resilience & strength. 

TESTIMONIALS



www.aiol.net.au/highschool

worldchanger@aiol.net.au

In-school delivery one day a week or
virtual classes.

Complete the contact form on the
above site for an enrolment form

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST VIA OUR WEBSITE
OR QR CODE 

0755625030

https://www.aiol.net.au/highschool

